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1 - Kratos Aurion

Name: Kratos Aurion
Age: 4028 (looks 28)
Family: partents are dead, wife killed by his own hands
Weapon: Flameberg
Clothing: wears an anchient style of angel clothing
Hairstyle: dark red hairwith fringe
Fighting Style: incredible amounts of power. combining magic with melee combat
Ultimate Attack: Judgement and Shining Bind
Flaws: hardly any. but othen wont fight because of his past
Infomation: A swordsman who weilds great power. He fought in a war that took place over 4000
years ago. (He keeps the reason to himself)
Kratos is always troubled by his past. He killed his wife with his own sword. However this was to
save her from a fate worse then death itself.
Kratos forever walk across the lands in search of his own Salavtion and will never let the past
go. for it is the most important thing to him



2 - Yuan Ka-fai

Name: Yuan Ka-fai
Age: 4028 (looks 20)
Family: All dead
Weapon: a doubled bladed greatsword
Fightingstyle: own style
Clothing: a black cap covers his whole body. underneath he wears red cloth armour
Hairstyle: blue with fringe and long ponytail
Ultimate attack: Thunder Explosion
Information:
A half elf with angelic power. one of cruxis and martel's seraphim. Yuan has a great knowledge then
kratos and has power to match. though a kind person yuan isnt afraid to hurt anyones feelings to
complete his mission

heres a phrase i think yuan would use

"Strength isnt always enough. sometimes intelect is needed"



3 - Raptolidus

Data Uknown XD



4 - Joshua Scarlet

Name:
Joshua Scarlet
Age:
30
Family:
All members of his mercenary group
Clothing:
Tattered green coat with a matching green hat, white trouser and brown boots fasten with belts
Hair:
long red hair which covers his right eye
Weapon: Falchion
Weapon name:
Swift Racoon
Fighting style: a mix of swordplay and martial arts
Ultimate attacks:
Scarlet Thrust Fist. Joshua Sheethes his sword and calls to the power of the lion mark on his
arm,
He then charges forward and punches the foe with un matcheble force (this usally kills in one)
Scarlet Overdrive. Joshua strikes the foe numerous time before stabbing them with his sword,
he then scarlet thrust fists it dealing massive damage
Info:
Leader of the Racoon brigade, a group of talented mercenarys.
Joshua is a skilled swordsman who lives life to the full.
He is very care free and sometimes acussed of being an idoit. Although his apperance Joshua is
aware of his limits, His main goal is to become one of the greatest heroes in history.
Joshua intends to free the land from the Empire's evil rainge and will unite with those who want
the same thing.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duuec5Ybtps



5 - Seishoru Orochi

Name: Seishoru Orochi
Nickname: The Testament
Age: 47
Family: Slain by his own hands. they were pointless to him
Clothing: The Empiral Cobra uniform. a coat that covers his chest but the tails reach his ankles.
Weapon: Katana
Weapon name: Soul Cleaver
Fighting style: Strikes as fast as lighting with no let up. all his enemies usally die.
Ultimate attacks: World of pain, Bane, Cherry blossom dragon storm and Testament of the end
Info: A man shrouded in mystrey.
Engimatic in everyway
Heartless, Harsh, Crule and emotionless are all words that best desribe him
He lost the use of his right eye which is now a glass eye.
Seishoru is the highiest ranking officer of the Empiral Cobras.
an elite group fighters who fight in the name of the empire.
Personal qoute: life ends like a flickering candle.
and I ensure that...

Character theme: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCNUsDISXSc
And this when he fight agaisnt flynn
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0-_Or8EM-E&feature=related



6 - Lucia Scarlet

Name: Lucia Scarlet
Nickname: Sakura Draco
Family: second eldiest of the siblings
Age: 28
Hair: Short red hair that covers her left eye
Eyes: Dark blue
Personality: quite, serious, strict, cautious but caring
Clothes: clear white sleevless coat, long dark blue scarf.
Weapon: Great spear
Weapon Name: Sakura Arashi
Ultimate Attacks: Cherry Blossom Storm, Dragons Maw
Info:
Lucia is the second oldiest sibling of four and is second in cammand of the racoon briage.
She is Joshuas polar oppersite.
Although she is stronger then him she still looks up to him
Personal qoute: I never hold back.
not even if you were an old friend



7 - Flynn Kamisera

Name: Flynn Kamisera
Nickname: Cold hearted pheonix of bravery
Age: 24
Family: adopted and raised by the Kamisera,
a clan of warriors who manipulate ice.
Clothing: white knee length sleavless coat, grey turtle neck shirt,
grey trousers boots with metal guards on.
Hair: shoulder length black hair.
Weapon: Knights Saber and Gaunlet
Weapon name: Diamond Edge(sword) and Glacier Guardian(gauntlet)
Fighting style: combination of blindingly quick swordplay and ice manipulation
Ultimate attacks:
Artic Dungeon. He thrusts his sword into the ground trapping the foe in prison of ice which he
then strike causing it to shatter combining the sword attack with the shards
Freezing Exucution. First he throws his sword at the foe then he blasts them with a below zero
blizzard. to finish he runs over to them and rips the sword out.
Punishing Tundra. Flynn rushes at them striking at them with rentless force. the secound part he
palms them with the guantlet which he then blasts them at point blank range
Info: Flynn is an incredible serious man who follows what is his destiny.
He meets joshua and for a short while the two are rivals but soon become close friends
Flynn is offen acused of being to harsh with people but he is really gentle and caring
Person qoute: I'll send you to a frozen wasteland of annihlation

Character theme: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbVcYQM_dhY&feature=related



9 - Fee

Name: Fee
Nickname: people call her Miss Fee
Age: 20
Family: she keeps they're idenities and whereabouts a sceret
Clothing: a white dress with white tights
Hair: long sliver hair
Weapon: Twin scythes
Weapon name: Soul and Heart
Fighting Style: Combines attacks with dancing
Ultimate Attacks:
Ein Zecksclaw: Fee attacks the foe and blinging speed with numerous attacks
Info:
Fee is the heroine of the story.
She is deadly serious and kind however she a a weakness for small cute animals

this is sort of what she looks like



12 - The high order

The high order are group of the world's greatest sword weilders. known as trueblades.
they are incredible powerful combatants who raise up against those who challenge them.
Just and fair they only fight those strong enough to stand a chance.
they are evil's greatest nemesis.
although the members of the high order are trueblades, not all true blades are a part of it.
they're leader, whose name remains nuknow to any outside the order, is the greatest swordmans
who ever lived, he single handly defeated kratos in angel form with little difficulty. but he remain
enigimatic to this day

theme for the trueblades ishttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ov0lPEJ5qQg



13 - KY Kiske

Name:
Ky Kiske
Age:
25
Family:
The Kiske Family, One of the best families ever to take up the sword.
Clothing:
The Orders uniform (will need to design before detailed descrition)
Hair:
Short blonde spiked
Weapon:
Great sword
Weapon name:
Fuuraiken
Fighting style:
Based mostly on the sword
Ultimate attacks:
Ride Of The Lightning
Raising Force
Info:
Ky is a high ranking member of the Order, a group of the greatest swords men and women from
across the world.
Ky is naturally talented with a sword before he became a trueblade, Since he's family are known
all over the world for their swordsmanship.
Ky is capeble of manipulating the most difficult of elements, Lightning.
Ky is couragous and chivelrous, known to hold back on those weaker then himself.
But Ky is in fact colour blind, only being able to see in black and white, But he doesnt see this as
a weakness.
Note: Ky is based slightly on Guilty Gear's Ky Kiske
Character Theme: Be Just Or Be Dead
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apRtamRa3NI



14 - Sol

Name:
Sol (though it isnt his real name)
Age:
35
Family:
none as far as anyone knows.
Clothing:
a basic form of the Order's uniform.
Hair:
long dark brown, spike with a long ponytail.
Weapon:
a strangly shaped sword with a dull tip and sharp around the sides.
Weapon name:
Fuuenken
Fighting style:
Incredibly powerful. sword being a major aspect, but flame maniplutaion also.
Ultimate attacks:
Tyrant Rave
Napalm Death
Dragon Instal
All Guns Blazing
Info:
A man with a mysterious past, Sol wonders the globe as a mecenary.
Short tempered and aggresive, Sol can sometimes seem an Anti-hero, But he has a kind side he
chooses to hind for others.
Sol is a trueblade taught by the leader of the Order, But he prefers not to make big deal about it.
Sol's headbrace isnt just for display, Its is in fact a limiter for his power, Givin to him by his
master.
Sol removes it occasonal in battle to activate what he calls Dragon Instal, were his power raise to
unmatcheble levels.
Character theme: Noontide 



15 - Rouge Blades

The Rouge Blades are trueblades who failed to follow the code and went down the path of
darkness.
they have all the skill of the trueblades but they fight whoever they please, with no mercy or
regret.
One of the most feared Rougeblades is Ragna, supposedly taught to be a trueblade by Sol, he
actions have earned him a reputation and is known as "the Reaper".
Seishoru is also a rougeblade, but its unkown who is master was.
altough they have the skill of trueblades, the rougeblades still cant defeat a trueblade of the
Order.
the theme for the Rougeblades is thishttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcduSQw-xio



16 - Amnael

Amnael is the leader and founder of The Order, He is kind and just.
His past is as mysterious as his goal. With a strong sense of justice guiding his blade, Evil shall
fall
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